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Abstract—The structure of steady state diffusion flames is investigated by analyzing the mixing and 
chemical reaction of two opposed jets of fuel and oxidizer as a particular example. An Arrhenius one-
step irreversible reaction has been considered in the realistic limit of large activation energies. The 
entire range of Damkohler numbers, or ratio of characteristic diffusion and chemical times, has been 
covered. When the resulting maximum temperature is plotted in terms of the Damkohler number 
(which is inversely proportional to the flow velocity) the characteristic S curve emerges from the 
analysis, with segments from the curve resulting from: 

(a) A nearly frozen ignition regime where the temperature and concentrations deviations from its 
frozen flow values are small. The lower branch and bend of the S curve is covered by this regime. 

(b) A partial burning regime, where both reactants cross the reaction zone toward regions of frozen 
flow. This regime is unstable. 

(c) A premixed flame regime where only one of the reactants leaks through the reaction zone, which 
then separates a region of frozen flow from a region of near-equilibrium. 

(d) A near-equilibrium diffusion controlled regime, covering the upper branch of the S curve, with a 
thin reaction zone separating two regions of equilibrium flow. 

Analytical expressions are obtained, in particular, for the ignition and extinction conditions. 

1. Introduction 

Two basic classes of non premixed combustion problems can be defined as 
"initial-value problems", described either by ordinary differential equations with 
boundary conditions at only one point or by parabolic partial differential equa
tions, and "boundary-value problems", described by ordinary differential equa
tions with two boundary points or by elliptic partial differential equations. From a 
physical point of view, solutions to initial-value problems are unique, but multiple 
solutions to boundary-value problems may exist corresponding to drastically 
different combustion regimes, this being especially true for large activation 
energies. 

Stagnation-point counterflow of fuel and oxidizer [1-7], combustion of a spher
ical fuel droplet in an oxidizing atmosphere [8-12], planar one dimensional inter-
diffusion and reaction of fuel and oxidizer [14-16], are among the boundary-value 
problems that have been studied in efforts to clarify diffusion-flame structure. We 
shall carry out in this paper an asymptotic analysis for large activation energies of 
diffusion-flame structure in problems of the boundary-value type. Since the qual
itative aspects of flame structure are independent of the specific choice of prob
lems within the boundary-value class, we have selected the counter-flow diffusion 
flame as a model. 
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In unpremixed combustion, the maximum temperature in the flow field de
pends on a Damkohler number, defined as the ratio of a diffusion time to a 
reaction time evaluated at a boundary temperature. For low activation energies 
the dependence is represented by a monotonic function which goes from the 
highest boundary temperature at zero Damkohler number to an adiabatic flame 
temperature at infinite Damkohler number. For high activation energies and 
adiabatic flame temperatures sufficiently higher than the boundary temperatures, 
the curve develops an S shape, with the ignition conditions clearly defined as the 
position of the low-temperature vertical tangent and the extinction conditions by 
the high temperature vertical tangent. That only the portion of the curve between 
the vertical tangents is dynamically unstable has been demonstrated by transient 
stability analysis, under suitably restricted conditions [16], 

The curve giving the maximum temperature vs the Damkohler number has 
been generated by somewhat laborious numerical solutions of the steady state 
equations [3-8,15,16] and by approximate methods of an ad hoc nature [1,8-10]. 
Asymptotic methods were first used in the form of boundary layer type analysis of 
non-equilibrium effects in the limit of large Damkohler numbers [2,14]. Later sing
ular perturbation methods were used [3,11,12] to refine the asymptotic solution 
by retaining higher order terms in an expansion for large Damkohler numbers. A; 
regular expansion for low Damkohler numbers was also carried out [3] for the 
stagnation point diffusion flame. Asymptotic methods that treat the Damkohler 
number as the large or small parameter are incapable of defining ignition or 
extinction conditions so that wide use has been made of numerical methods for 
this purpose. 

Adoption of the activation energy, or more specifically the ratio of activation 
temperature to the characteristic temperature of the system, as the large parame
ter in the present work produces analytical results for the entire range of the 
Damkohler number, readily exhibits the various parametric dependences, accu
rately covers conditions of greatest practical interest and generally provides a 
much clearer physical understanding of the process involved. 

In Section 2 we formulate the problem and identify the limiting solutions and 
combustion regimes. In Sections 3 to 6 we consider in detail the ignition, partial 
burning, premixed flame and diffusion flame regimes. In Section 7 we summar
ize the results and compare with other numerical results. 

Initial value problems in combustion have been analyzed for large activation 
energies by Lifian and Crespo[25]. 

2. Formulation 

We shall analyze the simultaneous mixing and chemical reaction at the stagna
tion point of two counter-flow streams of fuel and oxidizer. A one-step irreversi
ble Arrhenius reaction will be considered, which is first order with respect to both 
fuel and oxidizer. 

Even though the asymptotic analysis may be performed easily for more com
plex fluid dynamic systems, we shall assume, for simplicity in the presentation, 
that the two streams have equal velocity and that the density, specific heat, and 
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transport coefficients are constant. We shall use Fick's law, with equal dif-
fusivities of mass and heat, to calculate the diffusion velocities. The Schvab-
Zeldovich procedure then leads to the following equation for describing the 
temperature field (see Ref. [3] or [4] for the details of the derivation): 

^ ? + z | j = -Dy 0ypexp(-T a /T) , (1) 

with the boundary conditions 

T=TX at z-»«> and T = T-~ at z-*-oc (2) 

Here T is the temperature made nondimensional with the characteristic tempera
ture QICpYF-«„ obtained from the heat release per unit mass of fuel Q, the specific 
heat cp and the fuel mass fraction in the fuel stream. The distance normal to the 
mixing layer z, measured from the plane of the stagnation point has been made 
nondimensional with the characteristic mixing length VDtf/A where Dif is the 
diffusion coefficient and A is the stagnation point velocity gradient, or ratio be
tween velocity and distance normal to the mixing layer. The fuel stream ap
proaches from z = — oo, and the oxidizer stream from z = + oo where the oxidizer 
mass fraction IS l o o c . The Damkohler number D = ZvYF-JA is based on the 
frequency factor Z of the reaction rate and the characteristic flow time A"1 of the 
velocity field, with the stoichiometric mass ratio v of oxidizer to fuel appearing as 
a factor. Ta is the nondimensional activation energy. The factors y0 and yF 

appearing in (1) are the oxidizer and fuel mass fractions divided by vYF-x and 
YF_*, respectively. They are given by the relations 

yQ=a(\-x)+Tf-T (3) 

yP=x + Tf-T (4) 

Tf=T„- j3x 

x=(l/2)ei/c(z/V2) (5) 

Tf is the nondimensional frozen flow temperature with j8 = (T« — T-o) which we 
assume, without loss of generality, to be larger than zero. The normalized oxidizer 
mass fraction at the oxidizer stream is a = Y0=c/vYF-=o. 

Equations (1) and (2) when written in terms of x take the following form 

j^= - 2TT exp (z2)Dy0yF exp (- TJT) (6) 

where the factor 27r exp (z2) = (dzldx)2 should be written in terms of x by using 
(5); its dependence on x results from the convective term in Eq. (1). 

The boundary conditions are 

T = TX at J C = 0 and T=Tx-(3 at x = 1 (7) 

Then, the normalized fuel and oxidizer concentrations are, respectively, 1 and 0 at 
x = 1, and 0 and a at x = 0. 

with 

where 
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Our purpose is to obtain the asymptotic solution of (6) and (7) for large values of 
Ta, with a, f$, T„ of order unity and the Damkohler number D ranging from zero to 
infinity. 

If in Eq. (6) we take the limit Ta -* °° and consider D to be a function of 
Ta, the following limiting equations are obtained depending on the resulting local 
value of T and our choice of D(Ta): 

(a) Frozen flow with 

d2Tjdx2 = 0 (8) 

Therefore T is a linear function of x. 

(b) Equilibrium flow with zero oxidizer concentration 

y0 = 0-»T = a ( l - x ) + Tco-j3x (9) 

(c) Equilibrium flow with zero fuel concentration 

yF = O-»r = jc + T„ -0 ;c (10) 
The four different possible regimes that we shall encounter for large Ta show 

the existence within the flow field of two regions, where the temperature is given 
in the first approximation by Eqs. (8) to (10), separated by a thin reaction zone. 
The reaction zone is infinitely thin in the limit Ta -* oo.f 

The flame temperature is a possibly multivalued function of the Damkohler 
number, so that ignition-extinction condition will be exhibited. When the flame 
temperature varies from the boundary temperature Too to the adiabatic flame temp
erature we may encounter a nearly frozen ignition regime, a partial burning re
gime, a pre-mixed flame regime and finally a diffusion controlled or diffusion flame 
regime. We shall describe below these combustion regimes. For the temperature 
distributions, T as a function of x, corresponding to these possible regimes, the 
reader should refer to Fig. 1 for the cases where 0 > 1/2, to Fig. 2 for /3 < 1/2 and 
a + 20 > 1, and to Fig. 3 for /3 < 1/2 and a + 2)3 < 1. The temperature distribution 
corresponding to the diffusion flame regime, for example, is given by two seg
ments of the lines y0 = 0 and yF = 0. The temperature distributions have been 
shown for frozen flow (F.F.), and for two examples of the partial burning (P.B.) 
and premixed flame (P.F.) regimes. The thick dashed line in these figures gives the 
possible flame temperature and the flame location for all Damkohler number 
ranging from zero to infinity. 

1. Frozen flow—Ignition regime. In this regime the chemical reaction is 
frozen in the first approximation and the temperature is given by 

T~Tf = Too- /3JC (11) 

which satisfies the boundary conditions (7). The oxidizer and fuel concentrations 

tLibby and Economos[24] introduced a distributed flame-zone model of combustion in a non-
premixed system, in which the reaction was treated as being frozen below an artificially introduced 
temperature. This model is not applicable to the present kinetic scheme. 
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| 2 3 > 1 | 
-TBD+OC 

X 1 

Fig. 1. Asymptotic temperature and concentration distributions for the frozen flow 
(F.F.), premixed flame (P.F.), and diffusion controlled (D.F.) regimes in terms of the 
strained coordinate x. No partial burning regime exists in this case, where Te < T». 

Fig. 2. Asymptotic temperature and concentration distributions for the frozen flow, par
tial burning (P.B.), premixed flame, and diffusion controlled regime for the case 2/3 < 1 
and a + 2j8 > 1, when the flame lies always in the lean side of the mixing layer. 
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2B<1 
oc + 20<1 

Fig. 3. Asymptotic temperature and concentration distributions for the case when a + 
2/3 < 1. In the premixed flame regime the flame lies on the rich side of the mixing layer. 

are then given by 

y0/ = a(\ - x) and yF/ = x (12) 

To obtain the temperature in the second approximation, in an expansion for 
large TJITa, chemical reaction effects must be retained. For a sufficiently large 
Damkohler number the temperature rise above the frozen flow value is of order 
TJlTa, so that the nonlinear effects associated with the Arrhenius exponent are 
important. These effects are responsible for a rapid increase in the product 
concentration for large Damkohler numbers when j8 > 1, and for the existence, 
when 0 < 1 of two solutions if D is lower than an "ignition Damkohler number" 
and no solutions above this value. Hence the lower bend of the S curve is 
described by the ignition regime analysis. The condition /3 < 1 is equivalent to the 
statement that the boundary temperature T„ is lower than the adiabatic flame 
temperature Te = Tx+ (1 - 0)a/(l + a). 

2. Partial burning regime. In this regime two frozen flow regions are sepa
rated by a thin, infinitely thin in the limit Ta ~* <», reaction region which acts as sink 
for the reactants; because the reaction rate is not sufficiently fast, leakage of both 
reactants through the flame occurs. 

In the first approximation, the temperature is given by 

T = T. + (Tfc-T.)(x/x«,), for x<xh (13) 
and 

T = T\ . -0 + (T b -T. .+ 0 ) ( l - x ) / ( l - x b ) for x > xb (14) 
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The flame is located at x = xh where the temperature is Tb and the fuel and 
oxidizer concentration yFb and yob as given by (3) and (4). 

As we shall show below, the matching conditions with the asymptotic solution 
describing the temperature field within the thin reaction zone (a) indicate that the 
temperature distribution, obtained from (13) and (14), in the outer frozen flow 
regions should decrease at the same rate on both sides of the flame and (b) provide 
a relation between Th and the Damkohler number D. From the equality of the 
slopes of the temperature distribution on both sides of the flame we deduce 

xb={2 + ^/(T b -T,)}- 1 (15) 

This regime is only possible for j3 < 1/2. The flame temperature Tb is lower 
than T» — j8 + 1/2 when a + 2j8 > 1, otherwise yFb would become negative. When 
a +2/3 < 1, Th is limited by T„+ a/2 so as to have yob >0 . 

3. Premixed flame regime. In this regime a frozen flow region, and a equilib
rium region are separated by a thin reaction region with leakage of only one of the 
reactants through the flame. The structure of the reaction zone is the same as the 
structure of the reaction zone of a premixed flame with heat loss toward the 
equilibrium side of the flame. Two possibilities arise depending on the value of 
a+2j3. 

For a + 2/3 > 1, we find equilibrium flow with yF = 0 for x < xp 

T = T „ + (l-/3)x (16) 

and frozen flow for x > xp, with 

T = T - - j3 + (Tp - T.+ 0)(1 - x)/(l - x p ) (17) 
Here Tp is the value of T at x = xp as obtained from (16). At the flame 

yo = yop = a - (a + \)xp. 
For a + 2(3 < 1, equilibrium, with y0 = 0, occurs for x > xp, with T given by 

T = T „ + a - ( a + /3)x (18) 

and frozen flow for x < xp, with 

T = T. + (TP-T.)(x/Xp) (19) 

In this case at x = xp, yP = yFp = - a + (a + \)xp. 
The two alternatives result from the fact that matching with an inner reaction 

zone solution, with complete burning of one reactant in the first approximation, is 
possible only if the temperature decays toward the equilibrium side of the flame at 
a slower rate than toward the frozen flow side. The matching conditions, in 
addition, will provide a relation between Tp and D. 

4. Diffusion flame or near-equilibrium regime. For sufficiently high 
Damkohler numbers a diffusion controlled regime exists in which equilibrium is 
reached, to the first approximation, on both sides of a thin reaction zone. Then, 

x<x £ : YF=O-*T=T , . + ( l - 0 ) x (20) 

jc>xe : Yo = 0 ^ T = T = c + a - ( a + ^)x. (21) 
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At the flame the temperature takes the adiabatic flame value 

T. = T. + ( l - j3)a/( l + a) (22) 

and the flame is located at xe, 

xe = al(a + \) (23) 

We shall see below, when analyzing the structure of the thin reaction zone, 
that for /3 < 1 and sufficiently high activation energies multiple solutions may exist 
for Damkohler numbers above a minimum "extinction D" and no solution for D 
below this value. 

There are cases in which the extinction conditions do not occur under this 
regime but under the previous premixed flame regime. This is the case, for 
example, if (1 — /3) is small compared with unity. 

In all these regimes the asymptotic flame structure is determined, in the first 
approximation, independently of chemical kinetics, with the exception of the 
partial burning and premixed flame regimes in which an unknown flame tempera
ture, Tb or Tp, appears which will be a function of the Damkohler number. The 
relation between flame temperature and Damkohler number will be obtained, se
quentially for the different regimes in the following sections, from the matching 
conditions between the asymptotic expansions for the temperature in the reaction 
zone and in the outer regions. 

3. Nearly frozen, ignition, regime 

As indicated before, in this regime the Damkohler number is such that the 
temperature rise, above the frozen flow value, due to the chemical production 
term, is of order TJlTa, which is small compared with TV, but large enough so as 
to force us to retain in the equations the nonlinear effects associated with the 
Arrhenius exponent. These effects are responsible for the ignition characteristics. 

We shall use e = Tj/Ta as the small parameter, and begin by analysing the 
case where the temperature difference j3 between the two streams is of order e. 
We look for the Damkohler number D that produces, at x - 1/2 for example, 
a given increment in temperature of order e above the frozen flow value. We 
choose D as the dependent variable because D is a single valued function of that 
temperature increment while the inverse function may be multivalued. 

We shall introduce in Eq. (6) the expansions 

T = T o O + e ( 0 1 - / 3 , x ) + e2a2+ • • • . (24) 

Da(TaITj) exp (- TJToo) = A0 + eAt + • • • (25) 

where 0i(x), . . . , A 0 , . . . , which we anticipate to be of order unity, are to be 
determined in terms of 0t(l/2), with 02(l/2) = 03(l/2) = 0, or chosen for conveni
ence; we wrote /3i = /3/e. The following equation is obtained for 0i 

d26 
-r4 = - 2TT exp (z2)Ao(l - x)x exp (0, - /3,x) (26) 

to be solved with the boundary conditions 0i(O) = 0i(l) = 0. 
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The value of 0r(l/2) obtained from Eq. (26) depends on the reduced Damkohler 
number A0, or vice versa. Equation (26) may also be obtained from Eq. (6) by 
neglecting the reactant consumption and linearizing the Arrhenius exponent 
around the higher boundary temperature in the manner of Frank-
Kamenetskii[17]. There are no solutions of this equation for A0 larger than a 
critical "ignition" value Aw which is a function of $u and there are two solutions 
for Ao < AOJ. Of course if we specify 0i(l/2) we then obtain a unique A0 lower than 
Aoi. 

Figure 4 shows $(x) for /3i — 0 and several values of A0 as obtained from a 

Ao=D«(Ta/U)exp(-Ta/T.) 

Fig. 4. Temperature distribution in the nearly frozen regime, for p - 0 and several val
ues of the reduced Damkohler number A0. The lower part of the figure shows the 
maximum temperature as a double-valued function of the Damkohler number for Ao< 
Aoi = 2.5925. 
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numerical solution. Also shown in Fig. 4 is #t(l/2), the maximum temperature in 
this case, as a function of A0; the lower bend of the S curve is thus reproduced. 

A first approximation for the Damkohler number of ignition, obtained from 
Eq. (25), is given by 

e"'D,a exp {-TJTJ = A0,(j3/e). (27) 

The reduced Damkohler number of ignition A0i(j3,), represented in Fig. 5, in
creases with increasing /3t. 

18 
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Pie 
Fig. 5. The reduced Damkohler number of ignition A0, in terms of /3/e. 

For large values of j8t, the chemical reaction, is limited to a region near the hot 
boundary such that (3xx is of order unity; for larger values of x the Arrhenius fac
tor becomes exponentially small. The analysis of the nearly frozen regime for 
large values of j3i, or /3 of order unity, is left for the Appendix A. There we obtain 
the following asymptotic expression for the Ignition Damkohler number 

Dta exp (-TJTcc) = 2e~2(l - j3)-2F(/3) In {/32(1 - jS)2Ta
2/87rT.4}, (28) 

where F(j8) is very accurately correlated by F(0) = 2/3 - /32. 
Multiple solutions, and thereby clearly defined ignition conditions, are ob

tained only for 0 < 1. 
For £ close to one, in the ignition conditions the reaction zone structure is of 

the same form as that of the premixed flame regime, and then the results obtained 
in Section 5 may also be used to determine the ignition conditions. For small 
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values of j8, although large (31, the Damkohler number of ignition can be determined 
by both Eqs. (27) and (28). 

4. Partial burning regime 

In this regime, which is only possible for /3 < 1/2, two regions of frozen flow 
are separated by a thin reaction region. If the activation temperature is large 
compared with the local temperature a very small change in this temperature 
below the maximum is necessary to freeze the chemical reaction. Both reactants 
leak through the reaction zone where they undergo a very small relative change in 
concentration. 

The Damkohler number is large enough to make the reaction time at the 
maximum temperature of the same order as the diffusion time through the reac
tion zone. In the frozen flow regions the temperature, which, for large Ta, is given 
in the first approximation by Eqs. (13) and (14), being smaller than the maximum 
temperature, Tb in the first approximation, produces a chemical reaction time 
exponentially large in TalT compared with the diffusion time. Only at both outer 
edges of the mixing layer will, again, the large reaction time be comparable with an 
appropriately large residence time in thick zones, where the chemical reaction will 
go to completion without a significant increase in temperature. The existence of 
these thick reaction zones at the outer edges does not affect, to any algebraic 
order, the solution in the frozen flow regions or in the interior reaction zones and 
therefore we shall not analyze it here. 

Peskin and Wise presented in Ref. [9] a method for the analysis of non-
equilibrium diffusion flames in which they assume the reaction zone to be in
finitely thin allowing both reactants to leak through the flame. However they 
chose the flame location and the amount of reactants burning in the thin flame 
artificially, instead of basing this choice on the matching conditions with an 
asymptotic reaction zone solution for large activation energies. 

We shall use e = Tb
2ITa, as the small parameter, and pose our problem as to 

find the Damkohler number and the asymptotic solution for small e of Eqs. (6) and 
(7), when the temperature in the frozen region to the right of the reaction zone, 
(JC ~xb)le > 1, is given to all algebraic orders in e, by Eq, (14), with xb given in 
terms of Tb by Eq. (15). 

In the frozen flow region toward the oxidizer side, (xb - x)fe > 1, the chemical 
reaction will also be frozen to all algebraic orders in e. However, the temperature 
will be given by Eq. (13) only in the first approximation, as we shall see below. We 
use the following outer expansion for this region, 

T=T„ + (Tb- TJ(xlxb) + eBxx + ezB2x + • • • (29) 

which reflects the fact, that the chemical reaction is frozen to all algebraic orders 
in e. 

For the temperature within the inner reaction zone we use the expansion 

T=Tb+ e<D,(0 + e2<f>2(£) + • • • (30) 

in terms of the inner variable 
C = (x-xb)le (31) 
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We also expand D as follows 

D = A d + bxe + fc2e
2 + • • •) (32) 

where A will be the Damkohler number which makes matching possible, to the 
first approximation, with the outer solutions (13) and (14). If (30) and (32) are 
introduced in Eq. (6), previously written in terms of £ we obtain the following 
equation for 4>i, free from convective effects, 

d ^ A t f ^ - A o e x p * . (33) 
where 

Ao = (Tb
2/Ta)27r exp (zb

2)Ayoby™ exp ( - Ta/Tb) 

yob=a + T„~Tb~(a + /3){2 + 0/(T» - T.)}"1 

y» = r . - Tb + (1 - 0){2 + fiKTb - r - ) } -
are the oxidizer and fuel concentration in the reaction zone in the first approxima
tion; zb is the value of z, as given by Eq. (5), at x — xb. From Eq. (33) we obtain 

(d&JdO2 = 2A0(exp <S>m - exp <J>,) (34) 

where $ m is the maximum value of <£>,. From Eq. (34) we obtain 

2ln(t{l + VT=T7?}) = ± (2A0 exp <Dm)m(C - U) (35) 

choosing the plus and minus sign, respectively, for (£ - £m) positive and negative. 
The constant of integration £m gives the location in £ of the maximum tempera
ture. In this equation t = exp {($m - O0/2}. 

We must determine Cm, together with <&m and the reduced Damkohler number 
Ao, from the matching conditions between the inner expansion, Eq. (30), and the 
outer expansions, Eqs. (14) and (29). 

Matching to zero order in e is automatic because we anticipated that the 
temperature given by the outer expansions, in the first approximation, would be 
equal to Tb, which was also chosen as the first term of the inner expansion. 

Matching to the next order, intermediate between e° and e, carried out in 
intermediate variables, demands the equality, at the outer edges of the reaction 
zone, of the slopes of the temperature distribution given by the inner and outer 
expansions. Then we obtain, 

(2 Ao exp <Dm ) m = (Tb - T„)/xb (36) 

( T » - T . ) / * = ( T » - T . + j B ) / a - * ) (37) 

This last relation (37) states that in the outer frozen flow region the temperature, in 
the first approximation, decreases with the same rate on both sides of the flame, as 
anticipated in Section 2, where Eq. (37) is written as Eq. (15). 

Matching terms of order e yields 

#m +In4 + ^m(rb - r.)/jfc = 0 (38) 

4>m + In 4 - U (Tb - T„)/xb = BlXb (39) 

Eqs. (36), (38) and (39) are not sufficient to determine A0, <&m, Cm and Bt. The new 
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relation must be obtained from the matching conditions with the three term expan
sion of the inner solution. The details are left for the Appendix B where we obtain 

B, = 2{(a + j3)/y0b + (j8 - l)/yra - A-nzb exp (zb
2)} (40) 

Equations (36) to (40) may be used to determine, in terms of Tb for example, 
the maximum temperature Tb + e<I>m, and its location xb + e£m, in the second ap
proximation. We may simultaneously obtain Bu which gives the temperature in 
the frozen flow region x < xp, and Db, the first approximation for the Damkohler 
number. Explicitly, 

Dbyobyn> exp (- TJTb) = (Ta/Tr)(Tb - T„)2(Tbxby
2 exp ( - zb

2 + Om) (41) 
where 

$m = - In 4 + xb {(a + p)/y0b + (j8 - l)/yFb - 47rzb exp zb
2} (42) 

The range of flame temperatures in this partial burning regime is limited by the 
condition that yob and y^ must be larger than zero. The upper limiting values of Tb 

are, therefore, Ti = T„+ a/2 for a + 2)3 < 1 when y0b becomes zero, and T2 = 
Tc-jS + 1/2 for the case a +2/3 > 1 when y ,̂ becomes zero. 

The flame temperature, Tb, vs Damkohler number, Db, resulting from (41) will 
have an S shaped form, exhibiting thereby, ignition extinction characteristics. 

However, of the three branches of the Tb(Db) curve, the lower, the ignition 
branch, will correspond to small values of Tb — T„ that are not large compared 
with TJlTa; so that the analysis given in this section is not valid for this branch, 
because the thickness of the reaction zone becomes of order unity if /S — TJlTa, 
or of order xb if /3 > TJITa. Thus the analysis given in the previous section must 
be used to describe the ignition branch. 

The middle branch, where Tb increases with decreasing Db, will very likely 
turn out to be unstable in a stability analysis similar to that presented by Kirkby 
and Schmitz[15,16]. 

A third upper branch of the curve Tb(Db) exists because Db goes to infinity 
when y0b or yFb go to zero; in this case, the expansion for the reaction zone will 
fail, and the premixed flame analysis of the following section should be used. Only 
in the particular case a + 2/3 = 1, for which y0b and y** go to zero simultaneously, 
will the diffusion controlled regime appear sequentially to the partial burning re
gime when Tb approaches Te. The extinction conditions cannot be determined 
from the analysis of this regime. 

5. Premixed flame regime 

While in the previous regime leakage of both reactants through the flame occur
red, in this premixed flame regime the flame acts, in the first approximation for 
large Ta, as a complete sink for one of the reactants, the fuel if a + 2/3 > 1, and the 
oxidizer if a + 2/3 < 1. In this approximation the temperature is given by Eqs. (16) 
and (17) or (18) and (19), the results corresponding to frozen flow on one side of 
the flame and equilibrium flow on the other. 

If /3 > 1, the temperature in the reaction zone, which is close to Tp, will be 
lower than the temperature in the equilibrium region, which ranges from Tp to T«,; 
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therefore the flow in this region will be in equilibrium to all algebraic orders in 
Ta~\ This is not the case if 3 < 1, because then the temperature reaches its 
maximum value within the reaction zone, and the flow outside will be chemically 
frozen, to all algebraic orders in Ta'

1; the fuel and oxidizer after crossing the 
reaction zone will coexist in frozen flow. If, in the first approximation, equilibrium 
flow exists on one side of the flame it is because, to this approximation, complete 
combustion of one of the reactants occurred in the reaction zone before the 
temperature decreased, toward the near-equilibrium side, enough to freeze the 
chemical reaction. However, leakage of this reactant through the flame will occur 
in all higher order approximations. 

As mentioned before, the asymptotic solution for large Ta of Eq. (6) is given in 
this regime by Eqs. (16) to (19) independently of chemical kinetics if Tp is 
specified. To obtain higher order approximation to the flame structure and the 
relation between Tp and the Damkohler number we shall proceed as in the 
previous regime. The detailed analysis that follows corresponds to the case a + 
23 < 1 in which no leakage of oxidizer through the flame occurs in the first 
approximation. The analysis is completely analogous, and the results may be 
directly written, for the case a +23 > 1. 

The problem we pose is to find the Damkohler number and the asymptotic sol
ution of Eqs. (6) and (7), for low values of e = Tp

2/Ta, when the temperature in the 
frozen flow region, (xp - x)/e §> 1, to the left of the reaction zone is given by Eq. 
(19) with JCP and Tp related by 

xp=(Tx + a~Tp)/(a + B) (43) 

For the temperature distribution in the near-equilibrium region, (x - xp)/e > 1, 
to the right of the reaction zone, we use the expansion 

T - T » - B +(a + 3)(1 - x ) + eP,(l - x ) + e2P2(l - x ) + • • •, (44) 

in which we hypothesize that chemical equilibrium, with y0 — 0, occurs in the first 
approximation. However, the chemical reaction will be frozen to all algebraic or
ders in e, because the temperature in this region will be lower than Tp and the 
Damkohler number is not high enough to offset the effect of the Arrhenius expo
nent. Therefore leakage of the oxidizer through the flame occurs in the second 
approximation, proportional to 

- (dyjdxh.t = - ePy - e2P2 + • • • (45) 

For the analysis of the reaction zone we use the inner variable 

i7 = a (x - xp )/xpe - p0/m (46) 
and the expansion 

T = Tp -e{m<n +Po+ y,(t;)}-e2y2(r,) + • • • (47) 
where 

m=xp(\ + 3/a)=:(T„+a-Tp)/a, (48) 

(m — l)/m is the ratio of the slopes of the temperature distribution to the left and 
right of the reaction zone; and p0, which will be a function of Tp, which we 
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anticipate to be of order unity, is the first term of an expansion 

P =Po + Pi€ + - • • (49) 
of 

p = In {4TT exp (zP
2)yFp(jcpTp

2/«T0)
2D exp (-T„/Tp)} (50) 

The first approximation for the fuel concentration yFp appearing in Eq. (50) is 

yFp = (1 + a)xp - a (51) 
and zp is the value of z corresponding to xp. 

If we introduce the expansions (47) and (49) into Eq. (6) previously written in 
terms of 17, we obtain the equation, free from convective effects, for y,, 

2d2y,/dT72=y,exp-(y1 + mi?) (52) 

Equation (52) is to be solved with the boundary conditions obtained from the 
matching conditions with the outer solutions given by Eq. (19) and (44). We 
therefore require, 

TJ -* - 00 : dyjdrj = - 1 (53) 

TJ-»+OO : dy,/di7=0 (54) 

The choice of the stretching factor for the inner variable was made in order to 
obtain the normalized boundary condition (53). Similarly the choice of the transla
tion point was made so as to obtain the factor 2 in the left hand side of Eq. (52). 
This is the only value for which Eq. (52) has solutions satisfying the boundary 
conditions (53) and (54) in the limiting case m = 0. 

Figure 6 shows yi(i7), for different values of m, as obtained from a numerical 
integration of Eq. (52). The results are also given for negative values of m, 
because in the analysis of the premixed flame regime for values of )3 larger than 
one we encounter negative values of m. Notice that the exponential factor 
exp(- mrj) in Eq. (52) represents the effect of the heat loss, or gain, from the 
reaction zone toward the near-equilibrium side of the flame. 

Figure 7 shows the limiting values, 

n = lim(yi +17), for 17 -»—00 (55) 
and 

yi- = limyi, for 17 -*oo (56) 

as a function of m. 
For small values of m, n = 1.344 and y,„ = 0. Both yloo and - n grow to infinity 

when m approaches 0.5, and there is no solution of Eq. (52), with the boundary 
conditions Eqs. (53) and (54), for m > 0.5. The limiting value of m correspond to 
equal rate of decrease of the temperature on both sides of the reaction zone. The 
temperature must, therefore, decrease at a slower rate toward the near-
equilibrium side than toward the frozen flow side, so that matching is possible be
tween the inner diffusive-reactive solution of Eq. (52) and the first approximation 
for the outer solutions. 

When m approaches 0.5, as shown in Appendix C, yi. and —n grow toward 
infinity as 1/(1-2m) and {(1 -2m)"1 + 21n(l -2m)} respectively. For negative 
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Fig. 6. Internal structure of the reaction zone for the premixed flame regime. The non-
dimensional reactant concentration, yi, is plotted as a function of a nondimensional coor
dinate normal to the flame, rj, for several values of the parameter m. The corresponding 
leakage of the reactant, ylm, has also been indicated in the figure. 

values of m, yi«,«0. For large negative values of m, n behaves as {-ln(2m2)+ 
2yB}lm, where yB is the Euler constant yE = 0.577; and the solution yi(r}) takes 
the form yt = — (2/m)KQ(t), where K0(t) is the modified Bessel function of order 
zero and t = — (V2/m) exp ( - my 12). 

The matching conditions yield the anticipated boundary conditions (53) and 
(54), and in addition provide the relations 

p0 = - nm (57) 
and 

P 1 ( l -x p ) = -y,„ (58) 

Equation (57) is the desired relation between the first approximation for the 
Damkohler number Dp and the flame temperature. Equation (58) gives the amount 
of oxidizer leaking through the flame, which therefore is of order e. 

We write Eq. (57) explicitly as 

DpyFp exp ( - TJTP) = (\/47r)(aTafxpTp
2)2 exp ( - zp

2-nm) (59) 

Here nm is a function of m, and therefore of Tp, which has also been represented 
in Fig. 7. In the case a + 2/3 < 1 that we have considered m decreases from 1/2 to 
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Fig. 7. The parameters y,» and n, defining the asymptotes of the relation y,(-rj), are here 
shown as functions of m. Notice that y^ — 0 for m < 0. 

(a + /3)/(a + 1), when Tp increases from its lower bound T„+ a 12 to its upper 
bound Te. 

We shall now present the results corresponding to the case where a + 2/3 > 1, 
for which nearly complete consumption of the fuel takes place in the thin reaction 
zone. 

In the first approximation, the flame temperature Tp, the flame location xp, and 
the oxidizer concentration y0p are related by 

JCP = (T P -7^ / (1 - /3 ) (60) 

yoP = a - (a + \)Xp (61) 

For the analysis of the reaction zone we introduce the inner variable 

i7 = -(1 -p)(x- xp)lme - pQlm (62) 
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where m is now, given by 

m = l - ( r p - T » + jS) (63) 

and to define p, instead of Eq. (50), we use 

p = In {4TT exp (zp
2)(mTp

2/Ta)
2(l - pr2DyQp exp (~Ta/Tp)} (64) 

We use Eq. (47) as the inner expansion, and Eq. (17) for the temperature distribu
tion to the right of the reaction zone. For x <xp we use the expansion 

T=Tx + (l-p)x + ePlx + €2P2x + --- (65) 

We then obtain Eqs. (52) to (54) for yi(i7), and from the matching conditions Eq. 
(57) and 

Pi*p = - y,«. (66) 

Then, the following relation is finally obtained between the flame temperature, Tp, 
and the first approximation, Dp, for the Damkohler number 

A,y0p exp(- Ta/Tp) = (l/4<ir){mTp
2ITa(\-l3T2exp(~zp

2-nm) (67) 

When j6 < 1/2, the flame temperature is, in this regime, bounded by T,»- p + 
1/2 <TP< Te, and therefore, 1/2 > m > (l - £)/(l + a). When /8 > 1/2, Tx and Te 

are the limiting values of Tp, so that l - /3 and (l - /3)/(l + a) are the correspond
ing limits of m; we thus find m to be negative only if (3 > l, and zero of /3 = I. 

In the particular case fS = l, the flame temperature Tp is, in this regime, equal 
to To,, so that m = 0; then we should use xp as the independent variable. The 
factor (l - p)lm appearing in Eqs. (62), (64) and (67) must be substituted by 
(l -xp)~

l; and in this case p0/m — — n - — 1.344. 
It is clear that this premixed flame analysis will not be valid for m close to its 

upper limit 1/2, because then both point - - n and y, become infinite; leakage of 
the lean reactant through the flame increases, so that the equilibrium approxima
tion on one side of the flame cannot be used as the first order approximation. The 
partial burning analysis of the previous reaction should be used for m > 1/2. 

When Tp becomes close to Te the concentrations of both reactants in the 
reaction zone are small and have relative variations of order unity; then we must 
use the analysis of the near-equilibrium, diffusion flame regime that follows. The 
extinction conditions occur very often under the premixed flame regime. 

When j8 > 1/2, Tx is a bounding value of Tp, and the premixed flame analysis 
should be replaced by the analysis of the nearly frozen regime if (Tp - Tc=) be
comes small. The ignition condition may also occur under the premixed flame 
regime if (l - /?) is small. 

6. Near equilibrium, diffusion flame, regime 

Finally, a diffusion controlled regime exists for which the flow is everywhere 
near equilibrium, so that in a first approximation the flame position and tempera
ture distribution are determined by Eqs. (20) to (23) independently of chemical 
kinetics. This corresponds to the Burke-Schumann[l8] and classical diffusion 
flame analysis [19]. 
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We shall evaluate below, for large activation energies, the non equilibrium 
effects in the range of Damkohler numbers for which the temperature deviations 
from equilibrium are of order e = Te

2/Ta < 1. The nonlinear effects associated 
with the Arrhenius exponent are responsible for the existence if /S < 1 of extinction 
conditions, which occur in this regime if (1 - /3) is not very small. By extinction 
conditions we mean that multiple solutions of Eq. (6) exist for Damkohler num
bers above an extinction value, and only a nearly frozen solution exists for smaller 
values of D. Because the Damkohler number is a single valued function of the 
deviations of the temperature from equilibrium, and not necessarily vice versa, 
we shall pose our problem as to find D and the asymptotic solution of Eqs. (6) and 
(7), for a deviation, of order e, of the temperature from its equilibrium value at a 
given point, x = xe for example. 

We introduce the outer expansion 

T = T„ + (1 - j3)x - eAlx - e2A2x + • • • (68) 

T = r 0 = + a - ( a + j 3 ) x - e B 1 ( l - x ) - e 2 B 2 ( l - * ) + • • • (69) 

for large negative and positive values of (x — xe)/e, respectively. When writing 
these expansions we assume, in the first approximation, chemical equilibrium with 
yF = 0 or y0 = 0. We, in addition, anticipate that in the outer regions we have, to all 
algebraic orders in e, frozen flow, or equilibrium flow if A; = J3j = 0. 

For the temperature distribution in the reaction zone we introduce the expan
sion 

T = Te- So-^CejB, + ey£ + e2)82+ • • •), (70) 

where (3U j82, • • •, are functions of the inner variable 

£ = 8Q
v\a + l)(x - xe)/2e. (7.1) 

In Eq. (70) the parameter 

7 = 1 - 2(1 - j3)/(l + a) = 2(a + j3)/(l + a) - 1 (72) 

is such that (1 - 7) is two times the ratio between the heat lost from the flame 
toward the region of negative (x — xe) and the total chemical heat release at the 
flame. When 7 = 0 the heat losses from the flame toward both sides are equal: 
when 7 > 0 the temperature decreases faster toward the region x > xe than toward 
the region x < xe. For 7 > 1 the flame receives heat by heat conduction from the 
region x — xe < 0. The parameter 80, which we anticipate to be of order unity, is 
the first term of an expansion, 

8 = 8o + edi + - • •, (73) 

of the reduced Damkohler number 

8 = 8ir exp (ze
2)(Te

2ITaf(a + \)~2D exp ( - TJTe) (74) 

The length scale for the inner variable and the definition of the reduced 
Damkohler number 8 were chosen so as to obtain the following equation for j8i, 

d%ld€2 = <j8, - £)(j8, + O exp {- 50-,/3(/3, + 7£)}> (75) 
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where no convective effects appear, to be solved with the conditions, 

dpjd€ = l for £-»*> (76) 

dpt/d^-1 for £-*~oo (77) 

obtained from the matching conditions between the inner and outer expansions. 
The matching conditions do also provide the relations 

Atx,8om = lim(p1 + 0* for £-*-«> (78) 
and 

Bi(l-x.)8oUi°*)im(Pi-€), for £-*oo (79) 

which enable us to calculate the distribution of reactants leaking through the 
reaction zone. 

Equations (75) to (77) describe in the first approximation the non equilibrium 
effects, as dependent only on the reduced Damkohler number and y. The solutions 
for positive and negative y are trivially related, so we shall consider below y > 0 . 

Higher order approximations could be determined by insuring, for example, that 
the temperature obtained from the two term expansion at £ = 0 is not modified by 
higher order effects. We shall not calculate them here. 

The retention in Eq. (75) of the exponential Arrhenius factor is essential for 
evaluating the non equilibrium effects in the near-extinction conditions. Eq. (75) 
with the boundary conditions (76) and (77) has two solutions, if | y |< 1, for 80 

above an extinction value 80B(y), and no solutions for 80<8OB. Zeldovich[13] 
showed, by an order of magnitude analysis, the importance of the Arrhenius expo
nent in determining the extinction conditions, and indicated how the exponent 
could be linearized around the adiabatic flame temperature if the activation energy 
was sufficiently large. Librovich[20], independently, obtained and solved Eq. (75) 
in the particular case 7 = 0 . 

For large values of 80, there is a solution of Eq. (75) that tends toward the 
solution of the equation 

d*falde = {fi?-e) (80) 
with Eqs. (76) and (77) as boundary conditions. Eq. (80) was obtained in 
Refs.[14,21 and 22] as describing the structure of the reaction zone in diffusion 
flames in the limit of large Damkohler numbers. The decay to zero in this solution 
of (j8i - £) and (£, + £), which are proportional to the oxidizer and fuel concentra
tion, for large values of |£|, is exponential; thus to all algebraic orders there is no 
leakage of reactants through the flame for sufficiently large 80. 

A regular expansion of 0i in S0~
1/3 is not convergent for 80 of order unity so that 

a numerical integration of Eqs. (75) was carried out. The results as summarized in 
Figs. 8 to 12 indicate that: 

(a) If y < 1, there are no solutions of Eq. (75) for 50 lower than 80B(y), and two 
solutions for 80 > 80B. Thus, we find for y < 1 a minimum Damkohler number for 
the existence of a near-equilibrium solution, and this may be used as an extinction 
criterium. When y approaches 1 from below 8B, goes to zero. When y > 1 the 
solution is unique. 
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NEAR-EQUIL. DIFF. FLAME STRUCTURE 

Fig. 8. The internal structure of the reaction zone in the near-equilibrium, diffusion con
trolled, regime for the case 7 = 0. No solution exists for 80"

m > 1.053, and two solutions 
exist for 80~"3< 1.053. 

-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 

Fig. 9. Same as figure 8, for the case y = 0.5. No solutions exist for 50~"s > 1.077. The 
premixed flame character of the reaction zone for the Damkohler numbers close to the 
extinction one is already apparent for this value of y. 

(b) There is leakage of both reactants through the flame as evidenced from the 
fact that (j8, - £)» and (j8i + £)_» are, functions of y and 8, different from zero. For 
y > 1, (j8, + £)_,*, is identically zero. For 7 = 0 , (jSi - !)«, and (jSi + £)„, are, of course, 
equal. When 7 increase from zero to one, for fixed S0, (j3i + £)-~ goes to zero and 
(0! - £)=o goes to infinity. 
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NEAR-EQUIL.DIFF. FLAME STRUCTURE 
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Fig. 10. Diffusion flame structure for the case y — 1. No Damkohler number of extinc
tion exists in this case, as it occurs for \y\ > 1. There is not leakage of one reactant 
through one side of the flame, (/3 + £)_«, = 0. For the lower values of 50, the reaction zone 
structure is of the premixed flame type. 

(fl-SJ. 

Fig. 11. The nondimensional reactant leakage (j8 — f) , is plotted in terms of the reduced 
Damkohler number 80 for several values of y, in the near-equilibrium regime. The solu
tion is found to be double-valued for 5<, > 8B (y) if 7 < 1. 

(c) The leakage (Bt - £)«, is larger for the unstable branch than for the near-
equilibrium stable branch. For large 80 the solution corresponding to the unstable 
branch shows a thin reaction zone, of the premixed flame type, at large negative 
values of £. 
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(d) For y close to 1 the extinction regime occurs at small values of <50, with a 
thin reaction zone centered at a large negative £ = -()3, - £)=o/2. In the reaction 
zone (j8, - £) stays practically constant, and j8i + £ decays to zero for large negative 
£ That is, the reaction zone is of the premixed flame type and the analysis of the 
previous section may be used, resulting in 

SOB = e ( l - y) (81) 

An expansion for small values of (1 - 7) of the solution of Eq. (75) may be 
shown [23] to yield (81) in a first approximation, and the first two terms of 

SOB = e{(l - 7) ~ (1 ~ 7)2 + 0.26(1 - yf + 0.055(1 - 7)4} (82) 

in a second approximation. Eq. (82) is seen from Fig. 12 to be a very good 
approximate representation of the numerical result 50B(7), for all values of 7 > 
0.5, and its error is less than one per cent for lower 7. For negative values of 7, 
calculate 80E using Eq. (82) with 7 replaced by \y\. 

The Damkohler number for extinction is obtained by replacing 8 by 80E in Eq. 
(74). 

However, the deviations of the temperature T from equilibrium, obtained in 

Fig. 12. The first approximation for the Damkohler number of extinction 8B is shown as 
a function of |y|, as obtained from the numerical solutions (solid line) and as given by Eq. 
(82) (dashed line). 
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this near-equilibrium analysis, for small values of (1 - y) are of order Te
2/Ta(l — 

y). Hence, to predict the extinction condition for small values of (1 - y), the 
analysis of the previous section should be used, unless the activation energy 
becomes sufficiently large. 

7. Discussion and generalization 

The analysis of the previous sections covers all the regimes that can be found 
when analysing diffusion flames, unless they are of the unsteady or evolution 
type [251, or the chemical reaction is multi-step and does not admit a simplified de
scription by a single overall irreversible reaction. 

The non-dimensional activation energy, or more precisely Ta/Tr
2 (where Tr is 

the characteristic temperature of the reaction zone), has been used as the large 
parameter in the asymptotic analysis. It is interesting to observe that the pa
rameter TJTr is the product of the nondimensional activation energy and 
the nondimensional heat release, or third Damkohler number, both based on the 
characteristic thermal energy at the temperature of the reaction zone. 

The first Damkohler number, or nondimensional frequency factor, is allowed 
to grow appropriately with Ta/Tr

2 so as to obtain nonzero heat release rates in the 
limit of infinite Ta/Tr

2. In this limit the chemical reaction takes place only at a well 
defined temperature Tr, which is then used in the analysis of the partial burning 
and premixed flame regimes as the independent variable to calculate the corres
ponding Damkohler number D. 

As a result of the analysis the temperature and concentration distributions 
have been obtained in terms of the five parameters D, Ta, Tx, B and a for the four 
possible regimes. A detailed parametric discussion of the results will not be 
undertaken here. We shall give only a brief discussion of some of the results. 

In particular Eqs. (41) and (59) provide the relations, for the partial burning re
gimes and for the premixed flame regimes, between the asymptotic flame tempera
ture and the Damkohler number.t Both curves, Tb(D) and TP(D), have branches 
that exhibit an increasing temperature with decreasing Damkohler numbers. A 
stability analysis would very likely show these branches to be unstable. 

Both curves give an infinite Damkohler number at a common transition temp
erature. The analyses given for both regimes fail at temperatures close to the 
transition temperature. An appropriate asymptotic analysis of a transition regime 
would provide a smooth transition between the valid results of the partial burning 
and premixed flame regimes. The analysis is not included because this transition 
regime will always be unstable (as is also the case with the partial burning regime). 

Figure 13 shows the relation TP(D) obtained from the asymptotic analysis of 
the premixed flame regime, for some values of the parameters and indicates how 
the Damkohler number changes with changes in B and Ta. The lower branch of 
these curves is unstable. An extinction Damkohler number can be obtained from 
curves such as these as a function of B, a, T«, and Ta. 

fThis relation can be simplified by using the following approximate relation for E = 2TT exp (z2) as a 
function of x: E~l = x2 In {(1 + cx)/2rrx2} for 0 < x =£0.5 and the symmetric relation for 0.5 =s JC < 1, 
where c — 3.938. 
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Fig. 13. The first approximation Tp of the flame temperature in the pre-mixed flame 
regime, for various activation energies and differences in initial temperature of the 
reactants, as functions of the Damkohler number, for Damkohler number close to the 
extinction one. 

The premixed flame analysis covers a wide range of stable non-equilibrium re
gimes in non-premixed systems. The relations (59) or (67) may be used to predict 
the flame characteristics whenever \y\ is larger than or moderately close to 1. In 
these expressions nm is given as a function of m in Fig. 7, and zp is related to x by 
Eq. (5). These relationships may be simplified by use of the correlation given at 
the end of Appendix C and the approximate expression for exp (z2).t With very 
little loss of accuracy we may write n = 1.344 in Eq. (59) or (67) to deduce the 
value of n as a function of m. For the extinction conditions to occur |y| must'be 
lower than one. If in this case |y| is close to one, the extinction conditions occur 
with a premixed flame regime, otherwise they occur under the near-equilibrium 
regime. 

Figure 14, shows - yo(0)/a, which turns out to be proportional to the mass 
consumption of the oxidizer, as a function of the Damkohler number, calculated 
employing the reaction-rate function used by Jain and Mukunda[6]. Results for 
ignition, partial-burning and premixed-flame regimes appear, as well as a compari
son of extinction Damkohler numbers with their numerical results. Agreement is 
seen to be excellent. In the equilibrium limit, - yo(0)/a approaches Ha, which is 
16.3 in the present case. Therefore Fig. 14 demonstrates that typically under ex
tinction conditions there is a large reduction in the consumption of the oxidant at 
the flame due to nonequilibrium effects. We should expect larger changes in 
oxidant consumption and in flame position than in flame temperature. 

From Figs. 8 to 12 it may be seen that leakage of one of the reactants through 
the flame is possible even in the strongly burning stable branch of the near-
equilibrium regime, for Damkohler numbers above extinction. Kassoy and 

tSee footnote on previous page. 
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Fig. 14. The oxidizer consumption rate at the flame (- y'(0)la) is plotted in terms of the 
Damkohler number as obtained from the asymptotic analysis of the premixed flame re
gime, the partial burning regime, and the nearly frozen regime. The asymptotic 
Damkohler number of extinction is compared with the one obtained numerically by Jain 
and Mukunda. 
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Fig. 15. Temperature distribution corresponding to two values of the heat flux from the 
oxygen-side, leading to the premixed flame regime and the partial burning regime. 
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Williams [11] obtained a similar leakage of reactants through a near-equilibrium di
ffusion flame, associated with orders of the reaction with respect to the reactants 
different from unity. 

Figure 15 shows temperature profiles obtained by numerical integration for 
two oxygen-side fluxes, one corresponding to the premixed-flame regime and the 
other to the partial-burning regimes. Curves are given for three nondimensional 
activation energies, showing how the asymptotic structure described in Section 2 
is approached for very large activation energies. Again, rates of Jain and 
Mukunda[6] have been used. The equilibrium solution also is included, so that the 
correspondence with Fig. 3 becomes evident. The curves demonstrate thickening 
and some translation of the reaction zone. 

The character of the results demonstrates clearly that the analysis can be 
extended to other fluid dynamical configurations and to include more realistic de
scriptions of the transport coefficients. The structures of the outer zones will 
change, but the key aspect of the analysis, namely the reaction-zone calculations 
and matching techniques developed herein, will be identical. 
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Appendix A 

We analyze here the ignition regime for the case where j8 is of order unity, or 
simply 0 > TJlTa = e. 

It is clear from Eq. (6), written here in terms of the variable 

e = T-T„ + px, (Al) 
as 

d26ldx2 = - 2TT exp (z2)y0yFD exp ( - TJTJ exp {Ta(0 - px)lT„T}, (A2) 

that the chemical reaction will be frozen except for small values of x, such as to 
make px of order TJITa. Otherwise the Arrhenius exponential factor will become 
extremely small. Notice that in the ignition regime 0 is uniformly small, of order e. 

For the analysis of the reaction region we introduce the inner variable 

X = /3x/e (A3) 
and expand T as 

T = Ta,+ e(el-x) + 0{elQne)}. (A4) 

We shall take into account that for small x, or x of order unity, 

2TTX2Z2 exp (z2) = (1 - 2/z2 +•••) , 
and 

2TT exp (z2) = j32(e*r2z-2 = j32(exrV2 , (A5) 
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(AT) 

(A8) 

where z2 is a function of e and f} satisfying the relation 

z2 = -ln(2ire2p~2z2), (A6) 

so that for small e, z2 is a large number, z2->~ln(e2(3~227r). 
By substituting Eqs. (A3) to (A6) into (A2) we obtain the following equation 

for $i, if we neglect terms of order ze~
2, 

X2d2ejdX
2 = - A(x ~ fi$i) exp (et - x) 

where A is a reduced Damkohler number 

A = £-xzr2aD exp ( - Ta/T„) 

Equation (AT) is to be solved with the boundary conditions 

0,(0) = 0, 0,*O») = O (A9) 

The last condition is obtained when matching the inner expansion (A4) with an 
outer expansion, 

T=T„~px + em-x) + --, (AlO) 

for the frozen flow region. The matching conditions provide, in addition, the 
relation It - 0i(<»). 

To obtain higher order terms, a good procedure is to fix the expansion (AlO), 
and determine D in terms of I,. We should then substitute for the A appearing in 
Eq. (AT), the first term of an expansion in e of the A defined by Eq. (A8). 

Equation (AT), with the boundary conditions (A9), has been integrated 
numerically [25] for several values of 0. We obtained 6»i as a function of x for 
some typical values of j3 and different values of A. From the numerical results we 
obtained 0,(°°) as a function of A and (3, shown in Fig. 16. It turns out that if ft < 1 

io -

tf.M 

— i — i , , ] 1 r 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
ASYMPT. SOLUTION 

l.5„.-- -' 

I, ,, I I I l i l 
£0 60 80 100 

Fig. 16. The nondimensional maximum temperature increment associated with the 
chemical reaction in the nearly frozen, ignition, regime as a function of the Damkohler 
number A for several values of /3. 
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two solutions exist for each A lower than an ignition Aj(j8) and no solution for 
A > Ax. We see reproduced in Fig. 16 the lower bend of the typical S curves, relat
ing maximum temperature and Damkohler number. For /3 > 1, 0i(«>) is uniquely 
related to A. 

An asymptotic analysis of Eq. (A7) was carried out by Lilian and Crespo[25] 
for large values of 0i(°°), using the ideas of Section 5. For large 01(°°) a thin 
reaction zone located around \r = /30i(°°) separates a region of near-equilibrium, 
for lower £, from a region of frozen flow for £ — £r > 0. This analysis can be used 
to calculate the Damkohler number of ignition for small values of (1 - )3), because 
in first approximation 0i(°°) = 2/(1 - p) at the ignition conditions. The first two 
terms of the expansion of Ar in terms of (1 - /3) yield the following expression for 
the Damkohler number of ignition 

D I « e - r « / V = 2e-2( l - |8r2(2^-j32) (All) 

which surprisingly correlates very well the numerical results and has the correct 
asymptotic form for small values of p except for a factor 0.99. Fig. 16 includes the 
first term of the asymptotic relationship between 0,(°°) and A for large values of 

The following expression 

ze
2 = -In {87reV//32(l - pf) (A12) 

should be used in Eq. (All) for ze instead of Eq. (A6), so as to include the factor 
(1 - j3)~2 to account for the fact that at small values of (1 - /3) the reaction zone is 
centered around Xr = 2/(1 - p). 

However, it is clear that for small values of (1 - p) the ignition conditions re
sult directly from the analysis of Section 5, and Eqs. (59) and (67) can be used to 
predict the Damkohler number of ignition with even better accuracy. 

Appendix B 

In the partial burning regime, the third term of the inner expansion <J>2 is given 
by the equation 

d2<S>2ld£2 = - A0exp<D1[d>2+ bx -WlTb -<D,(y^+ Vo*1) 

- £{(« + /3)yo<! + (P - l)y-A-4irzb expzb
2}] (Bl) 

The matching conditions with the outer expansion provide the boundary condi
tions and an additional relation to determine the second term bx of the expansion 
for the Damkohler number. We must take into account, when writing the matching 
conditions, the asymptotic behaviour <i>i = - (Tb - T=)£/xb for £-»<», and 
<£i = (Tb - Tx)£jxb + Bxxb for £ -» — °°. We thus obtain the following conditions 

d$2/d£ = 0 for £-*oo (B2) 

d<t>2ld€ = Bx for | ->-oo (B3) 
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A first integral of Eq. (Bl), satisfying Eq. (B2) is, 

= - A0 exp 3>,{ - (3>,2 - 2<D, + 2) IT" + $2 + bx - (y0~» + y ;*)(<*>! - 1)} 
d<$>2 d<$i 

dl d£ 
+ {(a + j3)yob + (0 - l )yn - 4Trzb exp zb

2} 

x {A0£ exp <E>, + dQJdZ + (T„ - T^x^}, (B4) 

and then Eq. (40) is obtained for Bt if the boundary condition Eq. (B3) is to be 
satisfied. 

Notice that in the second approximation the rate of decrease of temperature is 
not the same on both sides of the flame. Only the asymmetry of the convective 
effects and of the frozen flow reactant concentrations contribute toBi . 

A second integration of Eq. (B4) would be necessary if we were interested in 
evaluating terms of order e2 in the expansion for the temperature and the term of 
order e in the expansion for the Damkohler number. For the explicit determina
tion of this term we must then find a first integral of the equation for <3>3. 

Appendix C 

We shall discuss here the asymptotic form of the solutions of Eq. (52) with the 
boundary conditions, Eqs. (53) and (54), for (a) small values of m, (b) small values 
of (0.5-m), and (c) large values of (-m). 

(a) Solution for small m 
As indicated in the main text, the independent variable 17 in Eq. (52) was 

chosen so that the factor 2 would appear in the left-hand side of the equation, 
otherwise, no solution of the equation would exist satisfying the boundary condi
tions for the particular case m = 0. However, for m = 0 the equation and bound
ary conditions are invariant under translations in 77 and thus an undetermined con
stant appears in the solution which can be calculated if we specify that higher 
approximations in € be bounded. This same solution is obtained by requiring that 
the solution for m ** 0 be the limit of the solution for small values of m, calculated 
as indicated below. 

Thus for small values of m Eq. (52) simplifies to 

2d2yld<n2 = yexp(-y) (CI) 

which can be integrated once to yield 

(dyldr)? = 1 - (y + 1) exp (- y) (C2) 

if the boundary condition (53) is taken into account. 
A second integration yields 

y 

f du , „ . 
n -1) = . (C3) 

J V l - ( « + l)exp(-M) 
yo 

where the constant y0 will be chosen as y0 = 0.9349 so that for large values of y the 
integral in Eq. (C3) coincides with y. The integrating constant n appearing in Eq. 
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(C3) can only be calculated if we specify that the function y(rj) given by Eq. (C3) 
be the first approximation y, in an expansion y = y, + my2 of the solution y of 
Eqs. (52)-(54) for small values of m, and that y2 be bounded. Then we obtain 

n = 1.344 and y,~ = 0 (C4) 

for small values of m. 

(b) Solution for m-*0.5 
When m approaches 0.5, both n and the leakage yi» through the reaction zone 

become very large compared with one. The changes in y through the reaction 
zone remain of order unity so that in first approximation the concentration y of 
the reactant can be taken as constant in the reaction zone yi = y,„, and then the 
reaction zone structure coincides with that of the partial burning regime. When an 
analysis of Eq. (52) for small values of (0.5-m), or large values of y^, is carried 
out following the procedure used in Section 4 we find in first approximation 

y,co = ( l - 2 m r 1 , - n = ( l - 2 m ) - I + 21n( l -2m) (C5) 

(c) Solution for large values of -m 
We anticipate that in the reaction region y will be small, of order 1/m, so that 

Eq. (52) may be replaced in first approximation by the equation 

2d2yldrj2 = y exp (- mi)) (C6) 

which can be written as a Bessel equation 

y " + y ' / f - y = 0 (C7) 
in terms of the variable 

( = (_V2/m)exp(-mTj/2) (C8). 

The solution of Eq. (C7), finite for t -»<».as required by the boundary condition at 
TJ -» + oo, given by Eq. (54), is 

y = AK0(0 (C9) 

where K0 is the modified Bessel function of zeroth order, and A is a constant to be 
determined from the boundary condition given by Eq. (53), at 17 -*• - 00 or f -* 0. 
For small values of t, K0 has the expansion 

Ko = {m(f/2) + yE}(l + t2/4- • -) + t2/4+ • • • (CIO) 

where yE - 0.577 is the Euler constant, so that we obtain, for large negative values 
of 17, the expansion 

y =-r}+{2yB-\n(2m2)}lm+ ••• (Cll) 

if we choose A = - 2/m. 
Thus 

n={2yE-ln(2m2)}/m (C12) 
and 

y = (- 2/m)N/W2iexp (- *){l - j £ + •' •} (C13) 
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for large values of TJ (and t) so that 

yIOO = 0 (C14) 

(d) Correlations 
The asymptotic solutions given above have been used to generate the follow

ing correlations of the results of the numerical integrations of Eqs. (52)-(54). 
In the range - 0.2 < m < 0.5, a good approximate expression for nm is given 

by 
rtm-1.344m-4m2(l-m)/(l-2m) + 3 m 3 - l n ( l - 4 m 2 ) (C15) 

For small positive values of m and all negative values of m an approximate 
expression for nm is 

nm = -In (0.6307m2- 1.344m + 1) (C16) 

Relative errors in these formulas do not exceed a few percent. 
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